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1Situating the American Economy
2Transportation’s Role 
3 Moving America 
4Where Policy Fails 
5 Syncing Policy and Markets
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jobs needed post-recession
7.8 million
More Jobs Better Jobs More Accessible Jobs
poor or near poor 2000-2010




















Jobs in Goods Industries Jobs in Service Industries
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Transportation unleashes economic activity
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VMT (billions of miles)




increase in bicycle 
commuting, 2000 - 2012
27
city bike share systems
4.4%





commuters, 2000 - 2012
4.5%
1-year increase in light 
rail ridership










growth in Amtrak 
passengers, ‘97 – ‘12
83%
share of passengers on 
short haul routes
Source: Brookings analysis of Amtrak data



















las vegas’ growth in international 
passengers, 2003 to 2011







metro trade versus traditional 
international market
GOODS

























Domestic Value International Value
Modes specialize in specific trade
Source: Brookings Analysis




US Average Las Vegas
TOP TRADING PARTNERS ($ bil)
1. Los Angeles ……………………………  $10.2
2. Phoenix ……………………………….. .   $3.6
3. Riverside ………………………………..   $2.3
4. New York ……………………………….   $2.2
5. China ……………………………………  $2.0
6. Chicago ………………………………….  $1.2
7. Salt Lake City …………………………… $1.0
8. San Diego ………………………………..  $0.8
9. Seattle …………………………………....  $0.8
10. Mexico …………………………………...  $0.8
$55.5 b
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Source: Brookings analysis of Amtrak data
Germany Canada
United Kingdom
Federal State Local Private
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jobs more than 10 miles from the CBD
55 percent






annual national spending on transportation












Change in GHG Emissions
1990 to 2010
Source: Brookings analysis of federal data
4Syncing Policy and
Markets
1 2 3 5

Federal Policy




America Fast Forward Bonds
Los Angeles 
Measure R
• Dramatic fixed-route 
transit investments, plus 
bus operation and 
highway capital
• Passed in 2008, a half-
cent increase for 30 
years, scheduled to 
raise $40 billion
• Attempting to leverage 





• Generated significant 
office and residential 
investment in a 
downtrodden, core 
neighborhood
• Created a public-private 
partnership to build an 
infill, heavy rail stop
• Now the fastest-
growing Metro stop in 
the system
US DOT / HUD 
Affordability 
Portal
• Worked with nonprofit 
researchers to develop 
tool, which includes 
neighborhood 
comparisons
• Provides a statistical 
offset to the more 
expensive housing in 
denser neighborhoods
What industries do 
you want to grow?
Recognize the federal 
government won’t save you
Use transport to promote long-
term economic health
Las Vegas Moving Forward
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